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Introduction

Having completed Lab 1 we had a fairly basic idea of how to work with an Arduino, gaining and receiving signals
and changing the behavior of our circuit based off of changes in an analog input. The purpose of this second lab
was to familiarize ourselves with sensors and actuators. Using an infrared distance sensor and three servo motors we
built and programed a pan/tilt mechanism to act as a rudimentary 3D scanner. Using the mechanisms integrated
with our Arduino code we were able to visually represent scanned objects in Matlab.
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2.1

Procedure
Testing the Sensor

We began to test our sensor by attaching it to the arduino and running the sample code ”AnanlogInput”. This
allowed us to simply see if the servo was giving us any information. Having the sensor control an LED by altering the
amount of time the LED was on and off, depending on the value obtained by the analog readout, let us physically
see if the sensor was behaving as we expected.
After determining that we could in fact collect data from the sensor we began to more methodically test the
output values from the sensor at specific distances. To gather this more specific data we set the sensor on a flat
surface and took readings by placing an object in its path, every inch from 0 to 20 inches.

Figure 1: The initial sensor readings at varying distances. Inches on the X axis, the sensor reading on the Y axis
As seen in Figure 1 it quickly became evident that the sensor had an ideal range roughly between 6 and 13 inches
where the output to distance is quite linear.
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2.2

Calibration and Distance Testing

Using our initial output vs distance values we began to calibrate the sensor and determine how accurately we could
predict the distance given an output value.

Figure 2: The line of best fit, compared to actual sensor data over its applicable domain of 6-13 in.

Figure 3: The line of best fit: predicted sensor distance values, compared to actual distance values beyond its
applicable domain.
Once we had some initial data to work with we used the linear regression function of the Ti Nspire in order to
determine our line of best fit and in turn our calibration equation.
Shown below our calibration equation in used in both Figures 2 and 3. As shown in Figure 2 the equation is very
accurate for distances between 6 and 13 inches but (Figure 3) breaks down dramatically beyond that domain.
s = sensorreading

(1)

Inches = −.033284s + 24.5777

(2)
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2.3

Single Servo Scan

Once we got our sensor calibrated and servos to function as expected we used a single servo to scan a foam cutout of
the letter F. Starting with the sensor looking at the ground we scanned across the foam cutout, laying on its back,
and plotted the resulting data in Matlab, seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: After calibrating our sensor we did a single line scan facing the object face and moving laterally as an
intermediary step.The F shape is very clearly defined

2.4

Circuit Diagram

The following image is the circuit that we used to run our pan/tilt mechanism.

Figure 5: A circuit diagram of our setup. This consists of three servo motors connect to arduino signals 11, 12 and
13 and an IR sensor in A0. All of these components have a five volt draw.
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2.5

Scanner Setup

Figure 6: The completed setup, we got a bit carried away with personification. The sensor rotates vertically while
the object plate and scanner rotate horizontally in opposite directions to get a full 360 degree view.

Figure 7: The rotation plate, now you know what its like from the perspective of the giant F, your welcome.
Our setup is slightly more complex due to the full rotational capabilities, this causes us to have a bi origin-ed
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Figure 8: The sensor view setup, the sensor rotates around the object looking at it from a consistent angle then
rotates the end sensor vertically a small amount and takes another 360 scan.

Figure 9: A diagram of our setup explains variable definitions.Our setup is slightly more complex due to the full
rotational capabilities, this causes us to have a bi origin-ed coordinate system which we remedy in this section.
coordinate system which we remedy with a little math and a cylindrical to Cartesian conversion. Figure 8 defines
all the variables used below though we only use the letter of the subtext.
To plot the data received from the sensor we first converted to inches using Equation 1. Next we must convert
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this bi-origined system into cylindrical coordinates. We chose the origin at θO , thus we must define Z(equation 5), θ
(equation 3) and R (equation 4)with respect to that origin.
θ = θO

(3)

R = Rb − cos(θS )(Rs + 1)

(4)

Z = sin(θS )(Rs + 1)

(5)

With these variables defined with respect to one origin, we can then convert to Cartesian for plotting in Matlab.
We converted to Cartesian using plot2cart, a Matlab built in function. Figure 9 is the plotted representation of our
scanned object. Unfortunately, the way our pan/tilt mechanism is designed the scanner is parallel to the radius R
but offset by slightly under an inch, this means that for the duration of the scan the sensor is not actually pointed
at the origin. The fact that this is not accounted for in our code resulted in nondescript and fuzzy data, as seen in
Figure 10

Figure 10: A scan of our rotation plate, using the final setup, a difference between the model and reality interrupts
clarity in the scan, because our position vectors are generated based on our wrong assumptions about the system
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Final Reflection

When we began this lab neither partner had any arduino coding experience other than what we had done in Lab
1. Before starting we had discussed what our personal goals were for Lab 2, turns out they were pretty similar. We
wanted to learn more about coding in arduino while integrating other systems and programs.In previous projects at
Olin we had both experienced that some more experience programmers take charge of the parts they are good at
and as a results other peoples learning suffers. We were tired of falling back on others knowledge, and wanted to
get at chance to figure it out ourselves without slowing others down. We were able to do just that by incorporating
and learning how to code with servos as well as how to gather data from an infrared sensor. We were also able to
integrate other systems by using Matlab to plot our scans. Although the scans didn’t come out as well as we would
have hoped, we did learn a lot about using arduino with servos and sensors. So from out perspective the project was
a success.
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Source Code
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Arduino Code

#include <Servo.h>
Servo servo1;
Servo servo2;
Servo servo3;

// identifying the servos to be used

const int analogInPin = A0;

// location of sensor

int
int
int
int
int
int
int

// value read from the pot
// value output to the PWM (analog out)
// variable storing servo(1&2) position
// variable storing servo3 position
//variable to store position of each servo

sensorValue
outputValue
pos = 0;
pos3 = 150;
currentpos1
currentpos2
currentpos3

= 0;
= 0;

= 0;
= 0;
= 150;

unsigned long previousMillis = 0;
const long interval = 1000;
//time interval in ms
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(9600);
servo1.attach(11);
servo2.attach(12);
servo3.attach(13);

// attaches servo1 to pin 11, controls rotation
// attaches servo2 to pin 12, controls rotation
// attaches servo3 to pin 13, controls tilt

servo1.write(currentpos1); //setting initial positions
servo2.write(currentpos2);
servo3.write(currentpos3);
}
void loop()
{
if ((unsigned long)(millis() - previousMillis) >= interval){ //runs every time interval
previousMillis = millis();
currentpos1 = servo1.read();
currentpos2 = servo2.read();
currentpos3 = servo3.read();
servo1.write(currentpos1 + 5);
servo2.write(currentpos2 + 5);
servo3.write(currentpos3);

//rotating object 10deg

sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin);
//reading sensor value
outputValue = map(sensorValue, 0, 1023, 0, 255);
analogWrite(analogOutPin, outputValue);
Serial.println(sensorValue);

//printing sensor value to serial moniter

if (currentpos1 >= 180){
pos = 0;
servo1.write(pos);
servo2.write(pos);
servo3.write(currentpos3 - 2);
}
if (currentpos3 <= 110){
Serial.end();
delay(90000000);
}

//resets rotation when servos reach 180deg

//stops scanner when sensor has reached desired position

}
}
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Matlab Code

clf
clear all
A=xlsread(’data2.xlsx’);
S1= A(:,1);
SRN = transpose(S1);
RS=-.0333*(SRN)+24.5777;
DO = 10;
DS = 5;

//%Delta angle of the rotation of the object(degrees)
//%remember two motors
//%delta angle of the rotation of the sensor

TS = 45;

//%total rotaion of the sensor

ISA= 60;

//% initial sensor angle

NSR = 360/DO+1; //% number object rotaion steps per round
NSS = TS/DS; //%number of sensor rotations per full scan
TSV = NSR*NSS;
//% Total number of scanner values
//%RS= zeros(1, TSV);% just for now this will be the signal input (radius Inches)
//%The set constaining the angle of object for each point
for i= 0:NSS-1;
ThetaO( 1,[ 1+i*NSR : NSR*(i+1)]) = [(DO*(1:NSR)-DO)*(pi./180)];
end
//%The set contataining the angle of the sensor changing by DS each NSS
for i= 0: NSS-1;
ThetaS( 1,[1+i*NSR : NSR*(i+1)]) = [(ISA+i*DS)*(pi./180)];
end
Z= sin(ThetaS).*(RS+1);
//%x= sin(ThetaO).*(5.25-cos(ThetaS).*(RS+1));
//%y= cos(ThetaO).*(5.25-cos(ThetaS).*(RS+1));
R= 4.75-cos(ThetaS).*(RS+1);
[x,y,z]= pol2cart(ThetaO,R,Z);
scatter3(x,y,-Z)
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